a pop-up exhibition about Joy.

open dec 06 | noon - 9pm.
reception dec 06 | 6:30 - 8:30pm.
at Manetti Shrem Museum.

the Book of Joy

work by
Alexa Ann Bonomo, Austin Cao, Tracy Corado, Tara Halsted, Eldy Lazaro, Harold Linde, Elizabeth Marley, Jean Menezes, Jonathan Parris, Aurie Stetzel from DES 225 Studio Practice in Design, under guidance, supervision and care of Professor Glenda Drew.

Early 2019
Wonder Wander will also be on display next year on feb 05, 2019 from 9am - 3pm in the Yocha Dehe Grand Lobby of the Mondavi Center for the Performing Arts in conjunction with the author Douglas Abrams’ presentation.